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---- Jan -----Hello Frank & Maureen, thank you for your time and joining us for the briefing.We are really glad that you have found time for this H1 / 2017 briefing and the goal is to give you an update on the latest developments at ESET 



Agenda

1. Our vision for Enterprises
2. Technologies
3. Solutions 
4. Summary



Vision for Enterprises
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----- Zuzana-----Lets start with business update



Be a trusted IT security partner
by providing cutting edge technology 
and knowledge that integrates with 
and enables key areas of security,

and by offering top quality security and 
professional services.
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Example of a standard text slide – text color should be always blackHeadline – recommended font size 30, never below 20Text – recommended font size 30, never below 20



ESET Vision for Enterprises

SERVICES

KNOWLEDGE

TECHNOLOGY

COMPANY
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No debtsStabilityOn the market longer then all NGs combinedUsing our own head
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Core of our expertise
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DataBut also knowledge of the market
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ESET Vision for Enterprises
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Security and professional servicesThese 2 are tightly connected



Technologies
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Technology principles

High
Detection

Low
Performance

Impact
Ease of UseReliability
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Instead of misleading the public we have been building trusted relationships. Reliability is key – security is not something that people want because it’s nice and fancy. It has to be smooth.





Base for new Enterprise Products

ESET 
LiveGrid

Machine
Learning

Human 
Expertise
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As world is changing ESET is changing too.With the changing security market focus on the Enterprise Security is the key to success of ESET.



Solutions
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SMBSMB Enterprise

BUSINESS SEGMENT
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----- Jan -----In general, business segment in ESET is divided into two major ones – SMB and Enterprise. We are trying to focus more with specific tailored solutions. By the end of this year we will roll out ESET Cloud Administrator, for SMB fully cloud based console and for Enterprise the fully adaptive security matrix consisting of multiple solutions. /////////////////Instead of that, I would suggest to communicate more „portfolios“, meaning that what we are delivering are solutions tailored for SMBs (Cloud Administrator, polished 6.5) and then purpose-build solutions for Enterprises, like our big ERA (6.5), Enterprise Inspector, Threat intelligence. What is common, is our protection clients (all products, for Windows, Mac, Linux including servers). Check the other slide after this one, for my proposal. 



COMPLIANCE

POLICY

CONTINUOUS 
MONITORING
& ANALYSIS

Adaptive Security Architecture

Harden Systems

Isolate Systems

Prevent Attacks

Detect Incidents

Confirm and prioritize risk 

Contain Incidents

Remediate

Design / Model policy change

Investigate incidents / retrospective analysis

Baseline systems and security posture

Anticipate threats / attacks

Risk-prioritized exposure assesment
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----- Michal -----All 4 areas of the security landscape are placed in a continuous Adaptive security model  which a lot of security vendors on the endpoint protection market have adopted.The whole idea is that:The customers have to do a bunch of staff before, during and after the security incident.And this is the hard work they have to do  and they have to do continuous monitoring, analysis and adapting measures and controles of their security environment.And when set-up properly, customer should find immediate answer to key questions:Has a breach in my network occurred?Haw bad is the breach?How can I contain it and prevent from happening again? 



COMPLIANCE

POLICY

CLOSING
THE LOOP

ESET Endpoint Security 

ESET Virtualization Security

ESET Security Management Center

ESET Secure Authentication

ESET Endpoint Encryption

ESET Endpoint Security

ESET Security Management Center

ESET Enterprise Inspector

ESET Dynamic Threat Defense

ESET Enterprise Inspector

ESET Security Management Center

ESET Virus Radar

ESET Threat Intelligence

ESET Dynamic Threat Defense

WeLive Security

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

How ESET fits in Adaptive Security Architecture
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----- Michal -----we provide a wide portfolio of business solutions for all major platforms.And our goal as a security vendor is to provide enterprise customers existing and new tools to be able to close the loop holes to secure their environment.  Besides our existing solutions, we are going to extend our portfolio by additional tools and services.On the prevent side we have endpoint security products with features like Device control, Network Attack Protection and Advanced Memory Scanner and Botnet protection - to be able to prevent incidents on endpoint layer. As I already mentioned, the basic proactive prevention for the customer is to update the endpoint protection to the latest version as it contains our latest technology. From the prevention perspective, we also offer multi factor authentication of desktop logins. We also offer the option to enable second factor authentication into Remote Management, this is quite a unique feature among our competitors.Last but not least, we provide desktop encryption by Deslock technology.On detect part, we have ESET enterprise inspector, our Detection and Response solution I will be talking about in few minutes. EDR functionality is becoming a feature of Endpoint protection platform for improved visibility and helping tools for advanced threat detection. And finally on the predict part, during this year we are going to be releasing the ESET Threat Intelligence Services, this is something that we think is going to help our customers to know what type of attacks might be targeting them and help them to predictWe believe that by adding those 2 new solutions to our portfolio, we will help business customers to close the loopholes in their security and eventually satisfy the needs of „Cant sleep at night enterprise buyer“.
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Next stop is ESET Threat IntelligenceESET Threat Intelligence is our new addition to portfolio of services for enterprise customers and security service providers.We expect a lot from this new service and we believe that there is a huge market opportunity for ESET and ESET partners on the market of threat intelligence services.In fact, it is predicted that more than half of enterprises in specific industries such as finance, government and others will utilize some form of commercial threat intelligence services within next 3 years.We can already see a growing demand from existing customers and potential customers in specific segments for these kinds of information.And we believe that ESET Threat Intelligence can become one of the new ways how ESET and ESET partners can get more captivated with enterprise segment on the local markets and that it will support our journey towards the enterprise segment.



Problem: not enough context over data

• Organizations seek multi-layered 
defenses

• Second pair of eyes, with vendor with 
local presence is always good 

• Multiple layers are more efficient 
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So the actual market problem we are talking about here are targeted attacks and advanced persistent threats trying to evade detection of layered protection and endpointsThese threats are targeted and persistent and when kept in the network for a long time, they can cause a significant damage.And if you remember Dwell Time I was talking about during personas, some really advanced malware can persist in the network for months without being detected or notified if the right solution is not in place.



How does it work?

• Shares ESET’s actionable 
threat intelligence with 
customers

• Early Warning System 
• Exposes/predicts next 

steps of attackers
• Provides IOCs

(IP, URL, file hash…)

• Automated Malware 
Analysis portal

• Incident Response 
Management via SOCs

• Also available to users 
who are not ESET 
customers
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---- Zuzana ----So let me summarize for you ESET Threat Intelligence and its key benefits. Firstly, ESET’s Threat Intelligence serves primarily to share threat intel to selected customers providing them with early warning system. Secondly, we are predicting attackers steps, we are providing particle indicators of compromise like IP, URL, file hash. Thirdly, it is an automated malware analysis which is cloud-based collecting information from ESET’s LiveGrid system. Fourthly, this service is also available for non-ESET customers. From MQ Response: ESET Threat Intelligence can provide detailed information about malware, malicious behavior (sandbox analysis/data), malicious IPs and URLs, phishing and botnets. It also provides a search interface for all this data (subscribers can find a particular sample among all the samples known to ESET). Part of the service are reports about malware and phishing for subscribers:



ESET Threat Intelligence offers 3 different tiers

Use Case Tier
“Found a suspicious 
sample (file/code). 
Is it a targeted attack?”

Automated
Sample Analysis

“Am I under an attack 
and don’t know about it?” Early Warning

“I have my SIEM system and 
educated staff to asses the data,
I just need the data feed.”

Data Feeds
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Maybe done in the tbale 
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Version 6 ChallengesHeavyComplicatedDifficult to understandDifficult to install / deployDifficult to migrate to



Problem: Ransomware

• E-mail is still used as a common delivery 
method

• Conventional antispam is not effective

• Multiple layers are more efficient 
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So the actual market problem we are talking about here are targeted attacks and advanced persistent threats trying to evade detection of layered protection and endpointsThese threats are targeted and persistent and when kept in the network for a long time, they can cause a significant damage.And if you remember Dwell Time I was talking about during personas, some really advanced malware can persist in the network for months without being detected or notified if the right solution is not in place.



Key features

1. ESET LiveGrid® Visibility
2. Advanced & Dynamic Threat Analysis
3. Detailed results of Submission / Analysis
4. Affects detections on Endpoints
5. Integrates with Enterprise Inspector
6. Adds another manageable layer of protection to 

ESET Endpoint & Server security products



with EMS & EDTD  
Server 

Threat

ESET Dynamic Threat Defence

Endpoints
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New screenshot will come
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Starting with the ESET Enterprise Inspector.As you have heard during morning presentations, this solution is primarily targeted to those customers, that need to increase their capabilities to detect and respond to incidents in their network and to fight with advanced attacks and advanced persistent threats that try to evade detection by the endpoint security solution.



Server Endpointswith EMS & EDTD  

ESET Dynamic Threat Defence



Endpoints



Endpoints



Problem: Targeted attacks & APTs

• Threats are modified to evade detection

• Dwell time until detection is long

• Attackers don’t just use executable files
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So the actual market problem we are talking about here are targeted attacks and advanced persistent threats trying to evade detection of layered protection and endpointsThese threats are targeted and persistent and when kept in the network for a long time, they can cause a significant damage.And if you remember Dwell Time I was talking about during personas, some really advanced malware can persist in the network for months without being detected or notified if the right solution is not in place.



Detection Visibility Response
Find malicious 

anomaly
What is affected?

When did it happen?
How did it happen?

Solution for targeted attacks & APTs

Block it 
Remove it
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As a solution to this problem, we are bringing ESET Enterprise inspector.It provides insight into the network and provides the tools and techniques for better detection, visibility and response to those threats.For detection, based on defined rules and their evaluation, Enterprise inspector,  is able to find malicious anomalies as they occur by constant monitoring of all processes and executables and the their actual behavior.And based on specific rules triggering the alarms in the system, the administrator can further investigate what users, computers or files have been affected, when the incident happened and provides a drill down capabilities to investigate how it happened.And finally, once a malicius event has been discovered, the Enterprise Inspector can help the security team to respond by providing the mechanisms to block it or remediate it.



How does it work? 

• Collects real-time events

• Provides extensive filtering and sorting

• Uses ESET reputation systems

• Gives customers the ability to create their 
own notification rules

• Offers blocking and remediation
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In a nutshell:Enterprise Inspector collects real time events from all the endpoints where ESET Endpoint solution and Enterprise Inspector agent is installed and enabled. Thanks to this, administrator has an overview of what is going on in the very small details.It provides and extensive filtering and sorting which enables the administrator to focus on what is important and provides the malware hunting options to dig deeper into individual processes and find malicious anomalies.It uses ESET reputation systems to evaluate the risk of the identified incident. Selected files are being instantly evaluated against ESET live grid cloud based reputation systems to assure proper risk assessment.And since the administrators want to be notified only when the specific problem occurs, Enterprise inspector provides the ability to create own notification rules. We are going to provide several most important rules out of the box, but the customer can customize the rules in advanced xml format according to their needs.And finally, Enterprise inspector offers blocking and remediation of individual processes and applications either on particular machine, or in the entire network. 



Other EDR solutions ESET Enterprise Inspector 

Ease of use Hard Easy – focuses on the 
workflow

Indicators
of attack Simple IoC feeds Combine behavior 

& reputation

Threat
hunting

Searching for known 
bad IoCs

„finding a needle in 
haystack” – filtering out 
what is good

Transparency
No reasoning for score 
(e.g. by machine 
learning)

Easy to understand
reason why object was
highlighted as non-good
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Base on simple IOCs feeds (hash, filename, URL)Machine Learning score – lack of reasoning while reasoning is everything to decide if thing is good or bad.They are trying to address problem of SIEMs: data flood by setting threshold for alarm to lower number of alarmsThere is no a single threshold – the threshold depends on a manpower, skills and environment of the company. What’s accepted in one department (IT), in other it’s not (Finance)Poor “file-less” attack detection capabilities (scripts, rootkits, shellcodes, exploits, malware existing only in memory or windows registry)Cloud only versionfor some companies it is fine but not for many verticals (e.g. banks)ESET customers are mostly out of U.S. and “cloud for security” is years from now.ESET approachFocused on a workflow for easy threat hunting and automated detections of attack missed by endpoint productDescriptive meaning of alerts and proposal of the next stepsAbility to block, remove, download detected threats and isolate problematic devicesUse full stack of ESET security layers for sure detections (from network detections to behavioral ransomware blocking) – instead of dummy IOCFor threat-hunting – “Finding a needle in a haystack” approachFilter out what’s trusted or valid for this environmentThere is no “good threshold” for detection so prioritize objects by:Reputation (local in the company, among ESET users – LiveGrid, reputation score calculated also by machine learning)Behavior (attack techniques)Multiple starting points for investigationDevices / usersExecutablesScriptsOpenness and ability to adjust detection to company Give ability to edit rules that base on reputation and behaviorSupported by ESET “oversight service” for companies without workforce to manage it (Q1 2018)On premise solution that can be deployed in the CloudFocus on the workflow„is this activity allowed on this device by this user?”context, explanation, next steps, FP removalMultiple starting points for investigationDevices, Executables, ScriptsSupported by ESET “oversight service” for companies without workforce to manage it (estimated Q2 2018)



Other EDR solutions ESET Enterprise Inspector 

Openess
The same detection 
methods for all the 
assets and users

Ability to adjust detection 
for different assets in the 
company

Detection Single layer, IOCs or
multi-scan

Full stack of ESET security 
layers

File-less attacks Aiming for executables
Executables + scripts, 
exploits, rootkits, 
firmware, network attacks

Deployment Cloud only version On premise, deployable in 
Cloud
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Base on simple IOCs feeds (hash, filename, URL)Machine Learning score – lack of reasoning while reasoning is everything to decide if thing is good or bad.They are trying to address problem of SIEMs: data flood by setting threshold for alarm to lower number of alarmsThere is no a single threshold – the threshold depends on a manpower, skills and environment of the company. What’s accepted in one department (IT), in other it’s not (Finance)Poor “file-less” attack detection capabilities (scripts, rootkits, shellcodes, exploits, malware existing only in memory or windows registry)Cloud only versionfor some companies it is fine but not for many verticals (e.g. banks)ESET customers are mostly out of U.S. and “cloud for security” is years from now.ESET approachFocused on a workflow for easy threat hunting and automated detections of attack missed by endpoint productDescriptive meaning of alerts and proposal of the next stepsAbility to block, remove, download detected threats and isolate problematic devicesUse full stack of ESET security layers for sure detections (from network detections to behavioral ransomware blocking) – instead of dummy IOCFor threat-hunting – “Finding a needle in a haystack” approachFilter out what’s trusted or valid for this environmentThere is no “good threshold” for detection so prioritize objects by:Reputation (local in the company, among ESET users – LiveGrid, reputation score calculated also by machine learning)Behavior (attack techniques)Multiple starting points for investigationDevices / usersExecutablesScriptsOpenness and ability to adjust detection to company Give ability to edit rules that base on reputation and behaviorSupported by ESET “oversight service” for companies without workforce to manage it (Q1 2018)On premise solution that can be deployed in the CloudFocus on the workflow„is this activity allowed on this device by this user?”context, explanation, next steps, FP removalMultiple starting points for investigationDevices, Executables, ScriptsSupported by ESET “oversight service” for companies without workforce to manage it (estimated Q2 2018)
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New screenshots will come
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Version 6 ChallengesHeavyComplicatedDifficult to understandDifficult to install / deployDifficult to migrate to



Problem: Not enough visibility

• Too many solutions, too many consoles

• Time needed to manage security is 
increasing 

• Solutions are often non-consistent
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So the actual market problem we are talking about here are targeted attacks and advanced persistent threats trying to evade detection of layered protection and endpointsThese threats are targeted and persistent and when kept in the network for a long time, they can cause a significant damage.And if you remember Dwell Time I was talking about during personas, some really advanced malware can persist in the network for months without being detected or notified if the right solution is not in place.



What is new in ESMC?

Hardware
Inventory

Enhanced Reporting 
/ Notifications

Automation

Enterprise Inspector
& Dynamic

Threat Defense

Full Network
Troubleshooting & 

Visibility

Friendly
Interface 
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JankechWe can focus more on the needs of the Enterprises ERA V7 will be more robust and more powerful I will mention high level features, and the huge added value that ERA V7 will bring (integrated & greatly simplified Deslock, huge UX changes, orchestration / automation), dense integration with other „bricks“Maybe, we can use icons, that I will explain for each of the bubles 















Solution tailored for Enterprises

ESET Threat 
Intelligence

ESET Endpoint 7 
& Server Products

ESET Enterprise
Inspector

ESET Dynamic
Threat Defense

ESET Security 
Management 

Center



Professional & Security Services
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----- Jan-----



Problem: Not enough workforce

• Not enough budget

• Enough budget, but not enough people

• It takes time to known your solution 
well
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So the actual market problem we are talking about here are targeted attacks and advanced persistent threats trying to evade detection of layered protection and endpointsThese threats are targeted and persistent and when kept in the network for a long time, they can cause a significant damage.And if you remember Dwell Time I was talking about during personas, some really advanced malware can persist in the network for months without being detected or notified if the right solution is not in place.



ESET Enterprise Service Portfolio

Setup

Protect

Fix

Deployment Service
Premium Support

Threat Monitoring & Threat 
Hunting

ETI Data Feeds & Early Warning

Malware Analysis
Forensic Analysis

Incident Response



Summary

• Continuous growth in enterprise segment 

• Top 4 enterprise endpoint security vendor

• Expanding enterprise sales teams globally to support customers

• The most complete endpoint, advanced cloud sandboxing & EDR facility 

managed via a single management console for the widest range of 

platforms
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---- Jan ----I would just summarize. ESET has more than 41% growth in enterprise revenue resulting in top 4 position in Enterprise Endpoint Security. We are expanding our sales teams globally to support partner and acquiring new partner across the globe. We have acquired partners in UK and Germany. And ESET offers for enterprises the most complete Endpoint, Encryption and EDR facility managed via a single management console for the widest range of platforms. And this is confirmed by the case studies where the customers are glad because everybody is using Windows, Mac and Linux and we are covering the platforms.
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